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Ecologically Unequal Exchange and the Resource Consumption/Environmental Degradation Paradox A Panel Study of Less-Developed Countries, 1970–2000 Andrew K. Jorgenson University of Utah, USA



Kelly Austin and Christopher Dick North Carolina State University, USA



Abstract Ecologically unequal exchange theory posits that the vertical flow of exports is a structural mechanism allowing for more-developed countries to partially externalize their consumption-based environmental impacts to lesser-developed countries. It is argued that these structural relationships contribute to environmental degradation in the latter while directly suppressing resource consumption opportunities for domestic populations, often well below globally sustainable thresholds. To assess the validity of the propositions, the authors conduct fixed effects and random effects panel regression analyses of the effects of the vertical flow of primary sector exports on deforestation and a refined per capita footprint measure for two samples of less-developed countries, 1970–2000. Results support the stated arguments of ecologically unequal exchange theory and point to the need for more rigorous comparative analyses to increase our collective understanding of the environmental and human well-being consequences of such relationships for lessdeveloped countries. Key words: deforestation • ecologically unequal exchange • environmental sociology • globalization • political economy • resource consumption



INTRODUCTION



Theoretical and empirical work on ecological unequal exchange is gaining momentum in comparative environmental sociology and its sister disciplines. A common observation made by scholars in this growing tradition is the ‘resource consumption/environmental degradation paradox’, which refers to inverse associations between the amount of resources consumed by a country’s domestic population and levels of environmental degradation within their borders (e.g. Hornborg, 2001; Jorgenson, 2003; Rice, 2008). It is argued by ecologically unequal
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exchange theory that structural relationships between more-developed and lesser-developed nations partially shape these divergent conditions. However, assessing the validity of such causal explanations in quantitative comparative analyses is quite challenging. While prior research makes noteworthy contributions to our collective understanding of these interrelationships and their impacts, we contend that much of this work in environmental sociology is relatively limited in temporal scope or lacks appropriate nuanced measurements. In the current study we make a modest attempt to help resolve these issues. We advance a particular methodological approach to measuring the ‘vertical flow’ of primary sector exports, which is argued by some proponents of ecologically unequal exchange theory to be a key structural mechanism allowing for more-developed nations to partially externalize their consumption-based environmental impacts to lesserdeveloped countries, which increases forms of environmental degradation in the latter while directly suppressing resource consumption opportunities for domestic populations, often well below globally sustainable thresholds.1 We employ the vertical flow measures of primary sector exports in fixed effects and random effects panel regression analyses of deforestation and cropland, grazing land, and timber (CGT) ecological footprints2 for less-developed countries from 1970 to 2000. Results suggest that the vertical flow of primary sector exports to relatively more-developed nations contributes to deforestation and the suppression of consumption-based environmental demand in less-developed nations, and these associations hold for the entire period under investigation. We posit that the findings lend support to key assertions of ecological unequal exchange theory, and highlight the need for more rigorous testing of this as well as other structural orientations concerning society/nature relationships in comparative perspective. We begin with a brief summary of ecologically unequal exchange theory and our prior attempts to operationalize and employ measurements of the vertical flow of exports in cross-national analyses of different environmental outcomes. We identify the limitations of these past efforts as well as how we attempt to move beyond their shortcomings in the subsequent panel analyses. Before providing the results of the current study, we discuss two specific primary sector commodities of direct relevance to the resource consumption/environmental degradation paradox: beef and coffee. Following the presentation and discussion of the findings, we conclude by highlighting the contributions of this research to the advancement of comparative research on the consequences of ecologically unequal exchange relationships for less-developed countries, and we identify some needed steps for future investigations in this important tradition. ECOLOGICALLY UNEQUAL EXCHANGE



The theory of ecologically unequal exchange has much of its roots in the classical trade dependence, unequal exchange, and world-systems traditions in political-economic sociology (e.g. Emmanuel, 1972; Frank, 1967; Galtung, 1971;
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Hirschman, 1980). The perspective is also greatly influenced by Stephen Bunker’s research in prior decades (e.g. 1984, 1985) on extractive industries and underdevelopment in the Amazon region. In this influential work, Bunker posited that like economic outcomes, the environmental and human well-being ‘costs’ of export dynamics for less-developed countries should be considered both theoretically and empirically. Bunker forcefully argued that theoretical articulations and corresponding empirical assessments have failed to address how and the extent to which the extraction and export of natural resources from lesserdeveloped, peripheral countries 1) involve a vertical flow of value embodied in energy and matter to more-developed countries, and 2) could greatly influence the environmental, demographic, and structural context in which subsequent development efforts unfold, with the latter potentially complicating future value-added extractive activities and thus negatively impacting the quality of life for domestic populations (Bunker, 1984, 1985; see also Jorgenson, 2009; Rice, 2007a). Building from these prior works, the structural theory of ecologically unequal exchange asserts that more-developed countries externalize portions of their consumption-based environmental costs to lesser-developed countries, which in turn increases forms of environmental degradation in the latter while suppressing levels of resource consumption within their borders (e.g. Hornborg, 1998, 2001; Jorgenson, 2006; Rice, 2008). It is argued that the populations of moredeveloped countries are positioned advantageously in the contemporary worldeconomy, and thus more likely to secure and maintain favorable terms of trade allowing for greater access to the natural resources and sink capacity of bioproductive areas within lesser-developed countries. This greater access facilitates the externalization of environmental and human well-being costs of resource extraction to less-developed countries, which contributes to heightened resource depletion and environmental degradation within their borders.3 These structural processes also help create conditions where more-developed countries are able to over-utilize global ‘environmental space’, which encompasses the stocks of natural resources and waste assimilation properties of ecological systems supporting human social organization (e.g. Rice, 2007b). Further, this overutilization or misappropriation of environmental space suppresses resource use and consumption opportunities for lesser-developed countries, thereby hindering prospects to increase the overall quality of life for their domestic populations (e.g. Hornborg, 2001; Jorgenson, 2009). While such interactions are far from equal, in the contemporary worldeconomy the majority of nations are interconnected to some extent through trade relationships as well as other forms of structural integration (e.g. ChaseDunn and Jorgenson, 2003; Chase-Dunn et al., 2000; Mahutga, 2006). Thus, in order to adequately assess the potential ecologically unequal consequences of international trade, one must consider relationships between all nations, not simply between ‘core’ and ‘peripheral’ nations or the ‘Global North’ and the
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‘Global South’. In other words, the dynamics and consequences of ecologically unequal exchange in the contemporary era are likely embedded in a more intensified world-economy where ‘middle-developed’ countries experience relatively reduced consumption levels and enhanced environmental degradation associated with consumption in more-developed countries, while also outsourcing part of their environmental costs to lesser-developed countries, which suppresses domestic levels of consumption in the latter while further increasing forms of environmental degradation within their borders (Jorgenson, 2009). Burns et al. (2006) refer to such interrelationships and their consequences as forms of recursive exploitation in the stratified interstate system. The use of formal comparative methods and quantitative measurements to assess key assertions of ecologically unequal exchange theory is quite challenging. Readily available data on trade deal primarily with relative levels of imports or exports as well as the composition of traded goods. While we would not discount the potential relevance of such factors in the study of society/nature interactions, these sorts of measurements are improper for examinations of structural interrelationships in ecologically unequal contexts. Simply, the theory of ecologically unequal exchange is about the environmental and human well-being consequences of the structure of international trade – it matters where natural resources and manufactured goods come from as well as their final destinations for human use and consumption. As implied by the theory, the vertical flow of exports from lesser-developed nations to relatively more-developed nations is a key structural mechanism through which ecologically unequal consequences are born and maintained. On the flipside, it also matters where human-caused waste is generated, and where it is ultimately sent for disposal. Here we focus on advancing a structural approach to comparative inquiry on the former, but acknowledge the need for further consideration of and much needed methodological innovation for the study of the latter as well (see Roberts and Parks, 2007). Prior Quantitative Assessments



Over the past few years, the authors of the current study (e.g. Austin, 2008; Jorgenson, 2004, 2006, 2009, forthcoming; Jorgenson and Rice, 2005; Jorgenson et al., 2009) have 1) attempted to develop and/or refine particular methods of measuring the ‘vertical flow’ of exports, and 2) employ such measurements in empirical assessments of ecologically unequal exchange theory. Early on, Jorgenson (2004) designed a measure – referred to as ‘weighted export flows’ – that quantifies the relative extent to which a nation’s exports are sent to moredeveloped countries. This initial weighted index, which involves the use of relational data (export flows between sending and receiving nations) and attributional data (levels of development of receiving nations) in its make-up, includes all primary sector and secondary sector exports. These data were used in a study of deforestation from 1990 to 2000, which concluded that the vertical
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flow of all exports contributes to forest degradation in less-developed countries, net of multiple demographic and political-economic factors, including levels of exports and classic trade dependence measures (Jorgenson, 2004, 2006). In a follow-up study, Jorgenson and Rice (2005) employ the same weighted index in a cross-sectional analysis of the per capita ecological footprints of less-developed countries (see also Rice, 2007b; Shandra et al., 2009). Results indicated that the vertical flow of exports suppressed the consumption-based environmental demand of less-developed countries, many of which consume natural resources well below globally sustainable thresholds. Combined, these studies suggest that the resource consumption/environmental degradation paradox is to some extent two sides of the same coin in the context of ecologically unequal relationships between more-developed and less-developed countries. However, these works have some clear limitations. For example, Jorgenson’s (2006) deforestation analysis lacks temporal depth, and the use of a measure for all exports is problematic since research on forest degradation often emphasizes the relevance of trade in primary sector goods (e.g. Kick et al., 1996; Rudel, 2005). Jorgenson and Rice (2005) conduct a cross-sectional analysis, which is indeed limited, yet the use of the weighted export flows measure for all commodity types is less problematic since the dependent variable is the comprehensive per capita ecological footprint. To address the stated limitations of prior work, in analyses of deforestation in less-developed countries from 1990 to 2005, Jorgenson et al. (2009) employ a weighted flows measure for only primary sector goods. Findings reveal a strong association between forest degradation and the vertical flow of primary sector exports (see also Jorgenson, forthcoming). Likewise, Austin (2008) focuses specifically on the vertical flow of beef exports, and shows that the ‘hamburger connection’ is partly a function of ecologically unequal exchange relationships that contribute to deforestation in less-developed countries, and the consequences are especially pronounced for forested areas in Latin American nations. Partly in an effort to help resolve the temporal limitations of prior crosssectional studies, Jorgenson (2009) employs more rigorous methods in panel analyses of the vertical flow of exports and the per capita ecological footprints of less-developed countries from 1975 to 2000. The results indicate a negative association between the overall consumption-based environmental demands per person and the flow of total exports to relatively more-developed nations, and the association increased in magnitude during the entire 25-year period, suggesting that these relationships have become more ecologically unequal through time. The subsequent analyses advances this line of inquiry by focusing on the impacts of the vertical flow of primary sector exports in panel analyses of deforestation and a refined per capita footprint measure. In particular, two relatively rigorous panel regression methods are used to examine the effects of ecologically unequal exchange in the context of primary sector export flows on deforestation
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and consumption-based environmental demand in less-developed countries for the last three decades of the 20th century. The employed footprint measure deals with the consumption of only primary sector goods. To provide deeper context, prior to the analyses we briefly discuss two primary sector commodities of relevance to the study of ecologically unequal exchange and its consequences for lesser-developed countries: beef and coffee.4 Beef



The relationship between beef production and deforestation in less-developed countries is often referred to as the ‘hamburger connection’. Norman Myers was the first scholar to use this phrase, which asserts that tropical deforestation is partly due to North American demand for artificially cheap beef (Myers, 1981). The majority of ‘hamburger connection’ research is case studies, many of which focus on Latin American nations such as Brazil, Honduras, Costa Rica, and Ecuador (e.g. DeWalt, 1983; Koop and Tole, 1997; Moran, 1996; Myers, 1981). Much of Latin America has a colonial history of beef production for affluent markets in the Global North (Moran, 1996). Indeed, some researchers speculate that Europe has been importing Latin American beef from as early as the 16th century (Hecht, 1992; Moran, 1996). Beef exports in Central America and Brazil intensified greatly in the post-Second World War era, largely as a result of the expanding middle class in the United States and the popularity of the fast-food hamburger (Myers, 1981; Nations and Komer, 1983). Beef consumption rates continue to rise today among affluent populations and developing regions in the United States, Canada, Europe, and Asia (Myers and Kent, 2004). China in particular has experienced dramatic increases in the consumption of beef as well as other types of meat, like pork and poultry (Myers and Kent, 2004), with a large proportion of the beef imported from other parts of Asia as well as from different nations in Latin America (World Resources Institute, 2005). Amplified demand for beef in more-developed countries contributes to its increased rates of production in less-developed regions as it is more highly-valued in terms of price relative to most other agricultural commodities (Fearnside, 2005). Many development initiatives have directly promoted agricultural expansion in beef production in Latin American states, primarily through the granting of loans with low interest rates (Hecht, 1992; Moran, 1996; Nations and Komer, 1983; Rudel, 2005). National governments in the Global North as well as international lending agencies facilitate beef production within many less-developed countries in other ways as well, such as by building meat-packing facilities, providing improved refrigeration technologies, and the development of transportation infrastructure (Moran, 1996). Cattle are relatively large animals that require large tracts of land and ample grazing material (Fearnside, 2005; Myers, 1981). When this is considered alongside the development strategies and growing demand for beef in developed and rapidly developing nations, the potential consequences for forested areas
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in less-developed countries are quite evident. Further, while beef consumption has increased substantially in many relatively affluent nations in recent decades, domestic levels of beef consumption in most of the Global South have not followed the same steep upward trajectory (World Resources Institute, 2005). Thus, as a primary sector commodity, the vertical flow of beef exports likely contributes to increased deforestation in less-developed countries as well as the suppression of domestic consumption rates. Coffee



Coffee cultivation also has a strong colonial legacy as it was among the first products of colonial exchange (Talbot, 2004; Waridel, 2002). Today, coffee is one of the most highly valued and heavily traded primary sector commodities in the world (e.g. Gillison et al., 2004; Talbot, 2004). In some less-developed countries, such as Uganda and Rwanda, coffee represents up to 80 percent of their total exports (Waridel, 2002). High java consumption in affluent nations fuels the global demand for coffee, and coffee beans are grown at significant rates throughout tropical regions of Latin America, Africa, and South East Asia (Rudel, 2005; Talbot, 2004; Waridel, 2002). Similar to beef, international lending agencies and affluent governments have actively promoted the production of coffee in less-developed nations through low interest rates on land for cultivation as well as technological transfers of agricultural machinery, genetically modified seeds, fertilizers, and pesticides (Waridel, 2002). These forms of aid have served to increase forest degradation in less-developed regions by creating greater pressure to expand the scale of production and by changing the way in which coffee is produced. For example, traditional coffee seeds grow best in semi-shade conditions, where farmers preserve tracts of forest to provide shade for the plants, which reduces the overall level of forest loss. To increase production, many farmers are now using genetically modified, high-yield coffee seeds that require direct sunlight, and coffee growers often clear forests in their entirety to expand cultivation areas (e.g. Gillison et al., 2004; Talbot, 2004). Transfers in machinery and the expansion of transnational agricultural businesses have led to the proliferation of many larger-scale coffee plantations, which contribute to about half of worldwide production (Talbot, 2004; Waridel, 2002). While the expansion of corporate coffee enterprises is important to note, small-holders still account for a significant amount of coffee cultivation, picking over six million tons of coffee beans annually (Waridel, 2002). Most of the coffee produced in less-developed regions is exported to more-developed regions as green or unprocessed coffee; the bulk of coffee processing, roasting, and packaging is carried out by businesses in the Global North (Talbot, 2004). Coffee represents a unique primary sector commodity because it is a nonessential food item. However, similar to beef production, the characteristics of coffee cultivation provide an example of how expansion in export-oriented
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agricultural production can contribute to environmental degradation in general and deforestation in particular within less-developed countries. And since a large proportion of coffee beans grown in less-developed countries are exported to more affluent nations, it is quite likely that the vertical flow of coffee exports also contributes to the suppression of the consumption-based environmental impacts of domestic populations as well. We now turn to the panel regression analyses where we assess the extent to which the vertical flow of primary sector exports – which include beef and coffee as well as dozens of other commodities – contributes to deforestation in less-developed countries and the suppression of the consumption-based environmental demands of populations within their borders. THE PANEL ANALYSES Two Datasets



We analyze two separate balanced panel datasets that consist of less-developed countries where data are available on the dependent variable and all independent variables. The first dataset, which is used for the deforestation analyses, consists of three observations on 33 less-developed countries. As discussed below, the deforestation measures are decade-long percent change scores (1970–80, 1980–90, 1990–2000), while with one exception (population change) all predictors are point estimates for the first year of each decade (1970, 1980, 1990). In particular, the countries included in the deforestation analyses include Argentina, Brazil, Burkina Faso, Central African Republic, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Ghana, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Senegal, Sri Lanka, Syria, Thailand, Togo, Uruguay, and Venezuela. For the second set of analyses, which focus on a primary sector-oriented ecological footprint of nations, the panel dataset consists of four observations on 26 less-developed countries where the dependent variable and all independent variables are point estimates for 1970, 1980, 1990, and 2000. Specifically, the countries included in the second dataset include Algeria, Angola, Argentina, Brazil, Cameroon, Central African Republic, China, Republic of the Congo, Egypt, Gambia, Haiti, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Kenya, Kuwait, Mexico, Pakistan, Panama, Senegal, Sudan, Syria, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, and Venezuela. Fixed Effects and Random Effects Models



With the availability of panel data for both outcomes investigated in the current study, we are able to employ estimation methods that deal with potential heterogeneity bias (Greene, 2000; Wooldridge, 2002). Heterogeneity bias in this context refers to the confounding effect of unmeasured time-invariant variables
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that are omitted from the regression models. Fixed effects (FE) and random effects (RE) models are two approaches designed to correct for the problem of heterogeneity bias, and these two methods have gained popularity in different areas of comparative sociology (see Halaby, 2004). Both methods ‘simulate’ unmeasured time-invariant factors as case-specific intercepts. The FE model treats the case-specific intercepts as fixed effects to be estimated, equivalent to including dummy variables for N-1 cases. The RE model treats case-specific intercepts as a random component of the error term (Frees, 2004; Hsiao, 2003). For substantive and methodological reasons, in this study we use Stata (Version 9) software to estimate ordinary least squares (OLS) FE and generalized least squares (GLS) RE models with robust standard errors (Hamilton, 2006). FE models have the advantage of avoiding spurious relationships in panel data, and they provide a stringent assessment of the relationships between independent and dependent variables, given that the associations between predictors and outcomes are estimated net of unmeasured between-case effects. However, due to the limited number of observations per country and relatively small overall sample sizes for both sets of analyses, we estimate a baseline FE model for each of the two dependent variables, followed by two unique RE models for each outcome. All FE and RE models include unreported period-specific intercepts (i.e. period effects), which controls for the potential unobserved heterogeneity that is cross-sectionally invariant within years. Two Dependent Variables



Our first dependent variable, deforestation, is an average annual percent change score calculated from point estimates of total forest area (measured in thousand hectares) a decade apart (1970–80, 1980–90, 1990–2000). The forest area point estimates are obtained from the Food and Agriculture Organization Statistics Division, known as FAOSTAT (n.d.), which is an online database.5 Due to technological improvements in the ways that researchers estimate the size of forest areas, the forest estimates prior to 1990 reflect FAO archive data on forest area that were obtained principally through manual estimation. Forest estimates from 1990–2000 were collected using more reliable methods, such as satellite imagery, and are primarily classified as official data from expert sources. The employed panel regression techniques as well as period-specific intercepts in all reported deforestation models help account for these temporal differences in the methods used for obtaining forest cover measurements. Further, we include a series of data quality measures (all dummy-coded) in additional unreported deforestation RE models. The inclusion of the data quality measures does not substantively alter the reported findings.6 The calculated deforestation measures reflect the annual percent change in total forest cover, which includes natural forest areas as well as forest plantations used for forestry or other related purposes. Although use of natural forest estimates would be more appropriate for the hypotheses tested in this study,
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restricted data availability on the size of natural forest areas makes use of total forest estimates more appropriate. However, total forest and natural forest size estimates for 1990 and sooner are correlated at or above .95 for less-developed countries. The forest area estimates include land area that is more than 0.5 hectares which contains trees higher than 5 meters and a canopy cover of more than 10 percent. A positive score indicates that deforestation is taking place while a negative score indicates that reforestation or afforestation is taking place. Rather than analyze the comprehensive per capita ecological footprint (e.g. Jorgenson, 2003; Jorgenson and Burns, 2007; Rice, 2008), for the second dependent variable we combine three of its primary sector related sub-components: the cropland, grazing land, and timber per capita footprints. We refer to this measure as the CGT per capita footprint, which quantifies the bio-productive area required to support consumption levels of a given population from cropland (food, animal feed, fiber, and oil); grassland and pasture (grazing of animals for meat, hides, wool, and milk); and forest (wood, wood fiber, pulp, and fuelwood). These data, which we obtain from the Global Footprint Network,7 are measured and reported in global hectares, and are calculated by adding imports to, and subtracting exports from, domestic production. In mathematical terms, consumption = (production + imports) – exports. This balance is calculated for the products of relevance for each of the three subcomponents, including both primary resources (e.g. raw timber, wheat, milk) and manufactured products that are derived from them (e.g. paper, plywood, cereal, cheese). Each product or category is screened for double counting to increase the consistency and robustness of the measures. To avoid exaggerations in measurement, secondary ecological functions that are accommodated on the same space as primary functions are not added to the footprints. The footprint calculations also use 1) equivalence factors to take into account differences in world average productivity among different land types (e.g. world average forest versus world average cropland), and 2) yield factors to take into account national differences in biological productivity (e.g. tons of wheat per US or Sri Lankan hectare versus world average).8 To minimize skewness, we log (ln) the CGT per capita footprint measures. All other variables logged in the present study are done so for analogous reasons. Key Independent Variable



We calculate a weighted index that quantifies the relative extent to which a country’s primary sector exports are sent to more-developed countries for a given year. Like prior work (e.g. Austin, 2008; Jorgenson, 2006; Jorgenson et al., 2009; Shandra et al., 2009), we refer to the measure as weighted export flows, and use this variable to assess key assertions of ecologically unequal exchange theory. Data required for the construction of the index include 1) relational measures in
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the form of primary sector exports between sending and receiving countries, and 2) attributional measures of economic development or affluence for receiving countries in the form of per capita Gross Domestic Product (GDP), which are taken from the World Bank (2007) and measured in constant 2000 US dollars. Exports data are obtained from the United Nations COMTRADE database (United Nations, 2008), and are reported in US dollars as well. The primary sector exports data consist of export flows of goods in the Food and Live Animals (Code 0xx), Beverages and Tobacco (Code 1xx), and the Crude Materials (Code 2xx) aggregates of the SITC Rev. 1 system.9 More specifically, these commodity groups include: live animals (Code 00); meat and meat preparations (Code 01); dairy products and eggs (Code 02); cereals and cereal preparations (Code 04); fruit and vegetables (Code 05); sugar, sugar preparations, and honey (Code 06); coffee, tea, cocoa, spices, and manufactures thereof (Code 07); feed stuff for animals excluding unmilled cereals (Code 08); miscellaneous food preparations (Code 09); unmanufactured tobacco (Code 121); oil seeds, oil nuts, and oil kernels (Code 22); wood, lumber, and cork (Code 24); pulp and paper (Code 25); and crude animal and vegetable materials (Code 29). While this is not an exhaustive list, it does consist of the majority of primary sector exports data available from the COMTRADE database. The weighted index is calculated as: N



Wi =



∑p a



ij j



j =1



Where: Wi = weighted primary sector export flows for country i pij = proportion of country i’s primary sector exports sent to receiving country j aj = GDP per capita of receiving country j The first step is to convert the flows of primary sector exports to receiving countries into proportional scores. More specifically, exports to each receiving country are transformed into the proportion of the sending country’s total amount of primary sector exports. The second step involves multiplying each proportion by the receiving country’s per capita GDP. The third step is to sum the products of the calculations in step two. The sum of these products quantifies a nation’s relative level of primary sector exports sent to more-developed countries. Additional Independent Variables



We include gross domestic product (GDP) per capita as a predictor of both outcomes. These data, which are logged (ln), are measured in constant 2000 US dollars and obtained from the World Bank (2007). GDP per capita is perhaps the most common independent variable in cross-national investigations of environmental outcomes.
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For both outcomes we control for agricultural exports as a percent of total exports (ln). These data are obtained from the World Resources Institute (2005). Including this measure allows us to examine the impacts of the vertical flow of primary sector exports, net of a relative focus on primary sector exports for sending nations. In the deforestation analyses we control for forest stock (ln), which refers to the size of forested areas in ‘time one’ of the decade of deforestation in question. Forest stock controls for the possibility that either scarcity or abundance of forest areas influences rates of deforestation. These data are obtained from the same source as the forest size estimates used to calculate the deforestation measures. Total population change is included in the deforestation analyses and defined as the percent change in a country’s total population for the same decade as the outcome. Levels of total population for 1970, 1980, 1990, and 2000 are obtained from the World Bank (2007). These data are transformed into the appropriate percent change scores. Prior research consistently shows that population growth contributes to forest degradation in less-developed countries (e.g. EhrhardtMartinez et al., 2002; Kick et al., 1996). Considering that close to half of the observations in the deforestation dataset are for Latin American nations, we create and employ a dummy variable for Latin America in the forest degradation RE models. Observations for nations in Central or South America are coded as one, while all others are coded as zero. In the footprint analyses we control for arable land per capita (ln), which measures in hectares the amount of arable land per person in a given country. To calculate this variable, we obtained estimates of total arable land in hectares from the World Resources Institute (2005), and divided them by total population, which we gathered from the World Bank (2007). Arable land refers to land under temporary crops (double-cropped areas are counted only once), temporary meadows for mowing or pasture, land under market and kitchen gardens, and land temporarily fallow (World Resources Institute, 2005). Structural human ecology (e.g. York et al., 2003) asserts that including this predictor allows us to control for the extent to which domestic resource availability and/or density influences consumption-based resource demand. In the two RE footprint models we include a dummy-coded latitude measure, labeled as tropical. Using the same criteria as York et al. (2003), countries where the predominant latitude is less than 30 degrees from the equator are coded as tropical. Temperate countries, meaning those where the predominant latitude is between 30 and 55 degrees from the equator, are the reference category. There are no arctic countries in the dataset. Structural human ecologists posit that – all else being equal – nations in colder climates are likely to have relatively larger consumption-based environmental impacts than nations in warmer climates. Table 1 provides univariate descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations for the variables included in each set of analyses.
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.588 13745.472 7.004 .277 .615 1.608



CGT footprint per capita (ln) Weighted export flows GDP per capita (ln) Arable land per capita (ln) Tropical Agriculture exports (ln)



.207 5491.601 1.193 .163 .489 1.121



1.311 5638.332 2.051 1.035 .832 .502 .932



SD



.885 .654 .656 .629 –.481 .416



–1.064 .586 –.691 .100 –.265 .062 .234



Skewness



1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.



1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.



–.113 .596 .479 –.350 –.089



.247 .059 –.130 .238 .079 .047



1.



.036 –.232 –.032 –.220



.094 .173 .043 .234 –.430



2.



–.047 –.207 –.477



.114 .005 .089 –.034



3.



–.178 .436



–.246 .744 –.199



4.



.017



–.148 –.171



5.



–.221



6.



Notes: Deforestation sample includes three observations for 33 less-developed countries (N = 99); CGT Footprint sample includes four observations for 26 less-developed countries (N = 104).



.277 13740.778 9.002 6.840 2.893 .485 2.113



Deforestation Weighted export flows Forest stock (ln) GDP per capita (ln) Total population change Latin America Agriculture exports (ln)



Mean



Table 1 Descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations for both samples
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION



Table 2 reports the findings for the deforestation analyses. The dependent variable is measured as a percent change score for 1970–80, 1980–90, and 1990–2000. All but one independent variable (total population change) are point estimates for the initial year used to measure the outcome (e.g. GDP per capita measured in 1970 as a predictor of deforestation 1970–80). Total population change is a percent change score across the same three decades as the outcome (e.g. total population change 1990–2000 as a predictor of deforestation 1990–2000).10 Three models are presented: one FE model and two RE models. The FE model includes weighted export flows, forest stock, GDP per capita, and total population change. The first RE model includes all predictors in the FE model as well as the Latin America dummy variable, and the second RE model introduces agricultural exports as percent total exports. Standardized coefficients (flagged for statistical significance), unstandardized coefficients, and robust standard errors are reported for all predictors. R-square within, r-square between, and r-square



Table 2 Findings for the regression of deforestation on weighted export flows and other selected independent variables: fixed effects and random effects estimates on three observations for 33 less-developed countries (N = 99)



Weighted export flows



Forest stock (ln)



GDP per capita (ln)



Total population change



FE



RE 1



RE 2



.408* (.001) .000 –.348 (–.222) .494 –.262 (–.331) .544 .361* (.570) .241



.373** (.001) .000 .025 (.015) .073 –.328* (–.416) .208 .184# (.290) .222 .261* (.682) .389



2.400 .118 .117 .098



1.359 .100 .322 .208



.448** (.001) .000 .023 (.015) .069 –.301* (–.381) .190 .209# (.330) .207 .273* (.712) .376 .206* (.289) .176 .139 .090 .410 .247



Latin America



Agriculture exports (ln)



Constant R2 within R2 between R2 overall



Notes: **p
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overall values are provided for all three models. We remind readers that the models also include unreported period-specific intercepts. Results indicate that the vertical flow of primary sector exports does indeed contribute to deforestation in less-developed countries. Specifically, weighted export flows has a positive effect on deforestation in all three models, which supports key assertions of ecologically unequal exchange theory. The relative magnitude of the effect is quite stable across the FE and RE models and is far from trivial. Of particular noteworthiness is that these structural relationships hold for the less-developed countries in the sample across the three decades. Prior studies of ecologically unequal exchange and deforestation focus only on the post-1990 period (e.g. Jorgenson, 2006; Jorgenson et al., 2009). Thus, the environmental consequences of the vertical flow of exports for less-developed countries go back at least multiple decades. Jumping to the second RE model, as indicated by the positive effects of weighted export flows and agriculture exports as percentage total exports, we find that both the focus on and structure of primary sector exports contribute to deforestation. Turning briefly to the other predictors, deforestation is negatively associated with GDP per capita in both RE models, but the association is non-significant in the FE model. We speculate that the latter is at least partly a function of collinearity between the unit-specific effects and level of development for the nations in the sample. Generally speaking, the negative effect of development in the RE models is consistent with most prior comparative investigations of forest degradation in less-developed countries. Also consistent with prior research, population growth proves to contribute to forest degradation, and this positive association holds across all models. The effect of the Latin America dummy variable is positive in both RE models, indicating the relevance for this regional control, particularly in analyses where almost half of the observations are for less-developed countries in that region.11 Table 3 presents the findings for the analyses of the CGT per capita footprint. Both the dependent variable and independent variables are measured as corresponding point estimates for 1970, 1980, 1990, and 2000.12 Like the deforestation analyses, and for the same methodological reasons, we report one FE model and two RE models. The FE model consists of primary sector weighted export flows and GDP per capita. The first RE model also includes ecological factors in the context of arable land per capita and the tropical dummy variable. Agriculture exports as percentage total exports is added to the second RE model. We report the same types of coefficients, standard errors, and r-square values as for the preceding series of analyses. Likewise, all three models include unreported period-specific intercepts. As expected by ecologically unequal exchange theory, the per capita CPT footprints of less-developed countries are suppressed by the vertical flow of primary sector exports to relatively more-developed nations. In other words, the negative effect of weighted export flows for the primary sector on the
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Table 3 Findings for the regression of CGT per capita footprints on weighted export flows and other selected independent variables: fixed effects and random effects estimates on four observations for 26 less-developed countries (N = 104)



Weighted export flows



GDP per capita (ln)



FE



RE 1



RE 2



–.062# (–.001) .000 .339** (.059) .021



–.051# (–.001) .000 .456** (.080) .015 .246** (.313) .110 –.213* (–.089) .050



.001 .572 .438 .422



.004 .564 .649 .633



–.058# (–.001) .000 .459** (.080) .017 .242** (.308) .114 –.214* (–.091) .051 .007 (.001) .012 .004 .565 .648 .632



Arable land per capita (ln)



Tropical



Agriculture exports (ln)



Constant R2 within R2 between R2 overall



Notes: **p


outcome is negative and statistically significant across all three models. While the relative magnitude of the effect is small, it is rather consistent for the FE and RE analyses. Overall, these results lend support to the other side of the ‘environmental degradation/resource consumption degradation paradox’ in the context of ecologically unequal relationships between more affluent and less affluent societies, especially their consequences for less-developed countries. The vast majority of less-developed countries in the tested sample have per capita ecological footprints well below the global bio-capacity per capita, which is a global measure of sustainable resource consumption (Global Footprint Network, 2006). Thus, many less-developed countries could increase their consumption-based environmental demands to some extent without passing a globally sustainable threshold. Considering that the crop and grazing land components of the CPT footprint deal with basic human needs, particularly food, these increases would likely lead to human health benefits for large segments of domestic populations in many lesser-developed nations. Consistent with prior research, level of development proves to be a key driver of consumption-based environmental demand. Specifically, the outcome is positively associated with GDP per capita in all reported models, and the
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magnitude of the association is quite strong. Both ecological factors partially shape society/nature relationships. Arable land per capita positively affects the CPT footprint, while all else being equal, less-developed nations in more tropical climates have lower CPT per capita footprints. While these two indicators could be considered relatively crude measures of ecological factors, like others (e.g. York et al., 2003), we posit that future research that focuses on the environmental consequences of structural relationships between societies would do well to also account for ecological conditions. The effect of agriculture exports as percent total exports is non-significant. Unlike the deforestation analyses, it appears that for domestic consumption-based environmental demand, the focus on primary sector exports is less relevant than their structure in the context of the vertical flow of primary sector goods.13 CONCLUSION



This study advances our collective understanding of the consequences of particular ecologically unequal exchange relationships for less-developed countries. Foremost, to assess the validity of key arguments of the theoretical orientation and help resolve methodological limitations of prior research, we employed a relatively nuanced measure of the vertical flow of primary sector exports in panel regression analyses of deforestation and a primary sector-specific per capita footprint (CGT footprint) for less-developed countries from 1970 to 2000. The results of fixed effects and random effects models indicate the vertical flow of primary sector exports increases deforestation yet suppresses the per capita CGT footprints of less-developed countries, net of multiple controls. Thus, as articulated by the theory of ecologically unequal exchange, the resource consumption/environmental degradation paradox is at least partly a function of developed countries utilizing their advantageous positions in the worldeconomy to externalize their consumption-based environmental costs to lesserdeveloped countries. The ecological ramifications associated with deforestation are numerous and not debatable. However, skeptics might posit that the suppression of consumption-based environmental demand measured by the per capita CGT footprints is beneficial from a sustainability perspective. This would be a misleading and dangerous proposition since many less-developed countries consume natural resources well below a globally sustainable threshold and slight to moderate increases could lead to greatly beneficial changes, including reductions in infant and child mortality and increases in caloric intake per person. As this research and its theoretical framing suggest, these conditions are at least partly a result of unequal relationships between nations, and any policies or development programs that ignore such factors are likely to fail in greatly reducing environmental degradation and human misery in many nations within the Global South. Even though our study makes noteworthy contributions to this line of inquiry on society/nature relationships, our assessment of ecologically unequal
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exchange is still limited. As we argued above, the use of formal comparative methods and quantitative measurements to evaluate assertions of ecologically unequal exchange theory is quite challenging. While the development and implementation of the weighted export flows index for the primary sector allows for testing assertions concerning the vertical flow of such exports and the consequences of these processes for sending nations, they do not allow for evaluating other aspects of the theory, most notably how and the extent to which moredeveloped nations utilize structural aspects of international exchanges to treat less-developed countries as waste repositories. This is indeed a limitation that we plan to address in future research. Further, due to the relative lack of data availability, we were unable to consider potential regional-level differences in how the vertical flow of primary sector exports contributes to both outcomes, and the extent to which the magnitude of the impacts might change through time. Perhaps these limitations could be resolved to some extent if we were willing to create weighted export measures at a lesser level of aggregation, but the latter would reintroduce problems that we attempted to address in the current study. These sorts of trade-offs further illustrate the challenges of using quantitative measurements and formal comparative methods to test hypotheses derived from ecologically unequal exchange theory as well as other structural perspectives. However, environmental sociologists as well as scholars in its sister disciplines are poised to tackle these challenges. We hope that the present study in particular and the special collection of articles in which it resides in general will encourage other environmental social scientists to join us in these endeavors. Considering the potential environmental and human well-being consequences for less-developed countries, the importance of gaining a better collective understanding of ecologically unequal exchange relationships and their impacts cannot be overstated. NOTES



1 In this study we use the terms country and nation interchangeably. 2 As discussed below, ecological footprints are measures of consumption-based environmental impacts or demand. 3 The global metabolic rift (e.g. Clark and York, 2005; Foster, 1999) perspective also suggests these sorts of society/nature relationships, given the structure of the worldeconomy and the ruptures in global ecosystems. 4 While we focus on these two specific primary sector commodities in the following subsections, we would not discount the relevance of other agricultural products as well as wood, paper, pulp and extracted materials. However, space limitations do not allow us to discuss additional commodities in this article. For discussions of other primary sector commodities and their relevance for research on the consequences of ecologically unequal exchange relationships, see Bunker and Ciccantell (2005), Jorgenson (2006) and Rudel (2005). 5 See [http://faostat.fao.org/default.aspx].
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6 For sake of brevity, we choose to not report these additional models, but they are available from the authors upon request. 7 The Global Footprint Network is an international non-profit organization that works with various partner organizations to coordinate research, develop methodological approaches, and provide resource accounts to help with policy development. Time series datasets of ecological footprints and global biocapacity measures are directly available from the Global Footprint Network. 8 For additional information on the methodology used to calculate the composite footprints of nations or their sub-components, see [www.footprintnetwork.org]. 9 The ‘xx’ refers to the multiple layers of the SITC classification system, particularly for the rev. 1 of the SITC classification. The second and third digits correspond to more specific commodity types nested within the more general 1-digit categorization of commodity types. 10 Elsewhere we lag total population change one decade and re-estimate all three models. Findings are substantively identical to the reported results and available from the authors upon request. 11 Elsewhere we include measures of state strength, democratization, level of agriculture production, round wood production, livestock intensity, climate, rural population change, and urban population change as additional controls. The effects of all the additional predictors on deforestation are non-significant, and their inclusions do not substantively alter the reported findings. 12 In additional analyses available upon request we lag the independent variables by 10 years. However, this reduces the analyses to measures of the dependent variable for 1980, 1990, and 2000. Substantively, the results are identical to the reported findings and available upon request. 13 In unreported models of the CGT per capita footprint we also control for level of urbanization, state strength, democratization, level of agriculture production, round wood production, livestock intensity, and region. The effects of all the additional predictors on the outcome are non-significant, and their inclusions do not substantively alter the reported findings. REFERENCES
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